More Information about
The Pointes at Cedar:
The project is intended to be a public/private partnership. It relies on City investment
in exceptional public amenities to encourage and enhance private development of
quality and character. At the center of mixed residential and commercial uses are
three connected pools of water surrounded by pathways and parklets. The Pointes is
intended as a place for living, working, shopping and exploring – a place to connect
and a place to belong.
Chelsea Common’s amenities will serve not only the immediate neighborhood, but
the community as a whole. While the central ponds and the surrounding public
spaces will be a neighborhood-defining focus point for private development, the
public spaces will become part of the fabric of Monticello’s remarkable assets.
Chelsea Commons is a central component of Monticello’s community Vision and
builds on Monticello’s sense of community. Like Monticello’s Downtown and the
Bertram Chain of Lakes Regional Park, Chelsea Commons will define what is authentic
about Monticello.
Naturally, there is no guarantee that plans materialize just as envisioned, but the
Small Area Plan establishes a solid foundation to guide the City’s decision-making.
Estimates are intentionally high, phasing is intentionally modest, site development
capacities are calculated on low ends of the ranges.
In developing the Small Area Plan, public officials and staff from all departments have
contributed to producing information, vetting assumptions, and reacting to ideas.
The City Council, ultimately responsible for the decisions that will flow from the
plan, have debated its pros and cons in several forums. Most of those forums have
included one or all of the City’s commissions, including Planning Commission; Parks,
Arts, and Recreation Commission; and the Economic Development Authority.
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A vignette of the the
walking path and
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bridges that will be
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central pool in the
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Pointes at Monticello
Originally envisioned for large-scale
commercial development, the new
Cedar?
plan for the 100-acre area takes into
consideration the changing ways people
want to live, work, and play.
The City of Monticello recently adopted
a Small Area Plan for The Pointes at
Cedar. This is the first step to bringing
our vision to life. While it will take years
for the entire area to develop, the City
is seeking to encourage and accelerate
private development in this area
through strategic public investment.

What is a Small Area Plan?
The Comprehensive Plan is the City’s overall blueprint for growth. A Small
Area Plan provides more focus to guide a specific geographic area in the
community. The Pointes at Cedar Small Area Plan includes a summary of
how the concept evolved, a vision and goals for the area, design principles,
and a preferred concept. The Small Area Plan also included focused studies
specific topics like traffic impacts, stormwater, and overall project financing.
The Plan is also intentionally scalable to respond both to the public
commitment and private investment.

